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Abstract Gene diversity (GD), also called polymorphism information content, is a
commonly used measure of molecular marker polymorphism. Calculation of GD for
dominant markers such as AFLP, RAPD, and multilocus SSRs is valuable for
researchers. To meet this need, we developed a free online computer program,
GDdom, which provides easy, quick, and accurate calculation of dominant marker
GD with a commonly used formula. Results are presented in tabular form for quick
interpretation.
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Introduction
Molecular markers are useful tools for evaluating and characterizing genetic
diversity, marker-assisted selection, phylogeny studies, and genotyping of plants
(Joshi et al. 1999). The usefulness of a given marker is determined by its level of
polymorphism. Polymorphism for a marker locus is commonly expressed as gene
diversity (GD) (Nei 1973) which is also referred to as polymorphism information
content (PIC) (Shete et al. 2000). Both codominant and dominant molecular markers
are used to study genetic diversity. A codominant marker identifies all the alleles at
a particular locus (i.e., two alleles for a single copy marker in a diploid organism)
and allows distinction between heterozygous and homozygous genotypes. In
contrast, a dominant marker identifies only a single dominant allele. Despite this
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shortcoming, dominant markers including amplified fragment length polymorphism
(AFLP), random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and multilocus simple
sequence repeats (SSRs) are very popular, mainly for economic reasons (Piepho and
Koch 2000). Roldan-Ruiz et al. (2000) introduced a GD formula for dominant
markers that has been widely used (Ling et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2014; Celik et al.
2014; Uncu et al. 2015). However, to our knowledge, no online tool for calculation
of GD using Roldan-Ruiz et al. (2000) formula for dominant markers exists. Such
programs are useful because manual calculation of GD may be complicated
depending on the number of alleles and markers studied. Thus, the aim of this work
was to construct an online program for calculation of dominant marker GD.

Materials and Methods
We used Personal Home Page (PHP) for programming and executing the
calculations automatically and Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) for
designing the website form and displaying the results as tables on the website.
PHP is a server-side scripting language designed for web development. It is a widely
used, open source, general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for
web development and can be embedded into HTML. HTML is the standard markup
language used to create web pages. We designed an algorithm that takes a CSV file
as input, and its output are the tables that are displayed in the web page. Our
algorithm first parses the contents of the CSV file in order to handle it as a matrix.
Calculations are then done on this matrix according to the values of columns and
rows. Scripts are hosted on Izmir Institute of Technology webhost under the lab
URL (http://plantmolgen.iyte.edu.tr/).
Alleles for each dominant marker were scored for presence/absence and GD was
calculated depending on the frequency of each allele using the formula of RoldanRuiz et al. (2000): GDi ¼ 2fi ð1  fi Þ, where GDi is the gene diversity of marker ‘i’,
fi is the frequency of the amplified allele (band presence), and 1-fi is the frequency
of the null allele. According to this formula, GD for a locus can vary from 0 to 0.5.
A CSV file of this binary data was then uploaded into the online GDdom program.
For each marker, the numbers of missing values, total alleles, and polymorphic
alleles were calculated. The average GD for each marker was also calculated with
standard deviation and standard error.

Results and Discussion
GD is a measure of marker polymorphism and reveals the power of discrimination
for each marker. Depending on the number of the markers and alleles under
consideration, manual calculation of GD may be laborious. In this study, we have
developed an online program for GD calculation (http://plantmolgen.iyte.edu.tr/
GDdom/). The program summarizes all data in tabular form. Thus, the first output
table describes the missing values for every sample. This allows easy determination
of DNA genotypes or markers/alleles with poor amplification. The second
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table shows detailed results for the number of alleles, number of polymorphic
alleles, average GD value, standard deviation, and standard error. The third
table gives summary statistics for the average GD value for each marker. The final
table includes maximum, minimum, and average GD over all markers. The program
also provides a manual with complete instructions and an example data file
including present, absent and missing values.
In conclusion, we have developed this online GD calculator to help researchers
analyze data for dominant markers. The online calculator saves time, avoids
mistakes, and is easy to use. The program presents the results in simple tables for
quick interpretation.
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